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Problem. When you open Outlook on your Mac , it opens for a brief moment and then closes. You
may not see the application load up at all. Solution Arachnode.net is an open source Web
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Suddenly I can't open Word. I receive the error message "The application Microsoft Word can't be
opened" with a code of 1712. Any suggestions on resolving? Microsoft Word is the primary word
processing program that most PC users utilize . If you have recently attempted to install Microsoft
Office XP onto your computer . Mar 17, 2017. For example, a "1712 error" message is a specific
problem with the earlier X6. Check the "Word for Mac" tab for Word issues that come up for .
31-3-2015 · Error 1713 is a programming limitation built into Microsoft programs to ensure its
customers use the proper setup tool. Though the error can be frustrating. You can try the
Microsoft Office Cleanup Utility. It’s a Microsoft tool but they no longer support it so you can
download it here. Once you install the tool, run it. Problem. When you open Outlook on your Mac
, it opens for a brief moment and then closes. You may not see the application load up at all.
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Problem. When you open Outlook on your Mac , it opens for a brief moment and then closes. You
may not see the application load up at all. Solution VETUSWARE.COM - the biggest free
abandonware collection in the universe
Suddenly I can't open Word. I receive the error message "The application Microsoft Word can't be
opened" with a code of 1712. Any suggestions on resolving? Jun 27, 2008. The Mac OS X
System Error Code -1712 is a bit of an ambiguous one as all. We got Error Code -1712 when we
tried to run Microsoft Remote error code 1712 popped up when I tried to open Microsoft Word
application.
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You can try the Microsoft Office Cleanup Utility. It’s a Microsoft tool but they no longer support it
so you can download it here. Once you install the tool, run it. 27-7-2012 · Fix the “App can’t be
opened because it is from an unidentified developer” Error in Mac OS X.
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